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How to 
do it:

1. configure the speakers in the right position so the laser beam could travel thru 
both mirrors horizontaly (fig.1 & 2) T IP: use magazines/books to lift one of the 
speakers or simply turn one of the speakers up-side down

2. break a thin mirror and make one small and one long mirror from it (fig.3)
3. use the double side tape for fixing the mirrors on both the rim and the speaker 

cone so the vibration from the speaker can tilt them (fig.4)
4. aim laser pointer so it hits both mirrors and then projects on a wall
5. use zip-tie to hold down the laser pointer button (so it is always on)
6. fix the laser so it is still and does not move
7. play two different tones (octaves and other intervals) to each of the speakers to 

draw different Lissajous figures

fig. ①
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Setup top viewfig. ②

Speaker movement  
results in different  

reflection angles

Mirrorsfig. ③

Needs to be wider because 
the laser beam is already 

deflected horizontally

T IP: breaking a thin mirror is a good option to get the right shapes !!!!!!

Safety Warningsbe cautios not 
to cut yourself 

with the mirror while 
braking it

don´t point the 
laser into any-

ones eye (permanent 
eye damage)

sound levels can 
get really loud 

if you try to make the 
projection big
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You will need:

• pair of active speakers that have exposed speaker cone
• 2 small mirrors (one smaller and one wider)
• double side tape
• laser pointer
• zip tie (to hold down the laser pointer on/off button)
• some objects to adjust and fix the laser pointer (tape cylinder, can, book, etc.)
• magazines/books to lift one of the speakers to optimize the laser beam trajectory
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